Permanent Happiness
January 18, 1971
It seems to be a mistake that we believe in Maya but we haven't yet seen
the higher planes.
Maya is defined as a delusion. What is Maya? It is delusion. You do not
see things in their right perspective, that's all. Come out of this delusion.
You will come out of the physical delusion when you rise above the astral
body into the causal . . . (break in tape) . . . Whatever enjoyment you have
outside, is it real enjoyment? We are under a delusion. I will give you an example: If a dog is eating bones but there's really no taste in bones, his own
blood trickles, and in tasting that, he thinks it is due to the bone. It is not,
you see? So long as you are attached, you feel joy, but when you are
withdrawn, or the thing of enjoyment is withdrawn from you, then by
disengagement, you feel a loss of bliss; do you follow? But the real bliss is
within you. You yourself are all-consciousness, all joy, all bliss. When you
are absorbed in something outside, you enjoy your own bliss by concentration there. Really, there is no joy outside, you enjoy your own bliss by concentration there. Really, there is no joy outside, no happiness outside as we
are a drop of the ocean of all-consciousness, all-happiness, all-joy. If we
engross our whole attention into the Over-attention, then we enjoy true
bliss, for real bliss lies within our own self. It can be enjoyed by concentration, or coming in contact with the Overself. Outside enjoyments are merely
due to your attention here. If you are not engrossed there, you feel no happiness. No joy.

Is it correct to neutralize the negative thoughts with thepositive thoughts?
For instance?
Some bad thought comes in, and you just reverse this as nothing, and
then you substitute it with some other thought . . . ?
Well look here, you are changing your center of enjoyment from one
place to another. They are changing. The more they are changing, the more
they are missed when you withdraw from them. You'll feel grief.
There should be complete stillness?
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That may be taken as a training ground if you like. Be absorbed in your
own work, for work is worship. It is a kind of training, but by absorbing
your whole attention into the Overself or God, you will have a boost of joy.
That you cannot get from outer things. You may have absorption only for
the time being you are engaged, and when those things are withdrawn, you
feel no joy.
We have been tossing about seeking joy here and there, everywhere. But
we are not satisfied because outer things are not permanent, but are only the
temporary, changing, panorama of life. You must have something to stay
with which is eternal. God is all-bliss, all consciousness, all-joy, all-intellect,
and we are a drop of the Ocean of All-consciousness. He is ever-existentd o we think we will ever die? We never dream of it. With all this, we
know that people leave the body, but still we feel we cannot die. Even in
a child that reflection is there. Because God is All-wisdom, we consider
that what we know is also all-wisdom. Even a child will say, "I know better!" Is it not so? This is the reflection of that all-wisdom. Everyone is
seeking joy, but the difficulty is where to find permanent joy.
S o the Masters advise us t o come in contact with something which will
never end, which is everlasting; and that is God. H e is already within
you, and for this reason he (the Master) gives you contact with Him. The
more you come in contact with Him, the more joy you will feel, the more
happiness. When you get greater bliss, naturally you withdraw from outside. You enjoy these outer things only when you are engaged or absorbed in them, and if they were permanent, it would be all right, but
they are ever-changing.

But sometimes, maybe after a particular experience, you can see what
will happen.
That's a foreshadow of the coming events, that's all, and foreshadows
of coming events are not a part of spirituality. It is only because of the
clearness of your mind that it can be a reflector of the coming events,
that is. Whether a thing is lasting o r not, is to be considered. If man
wants permanent peace, permanent joy, never-ending, then the soul
must be absorbed into the Oversoul which is eternal, which won't die.
You will not feel the separation or withdrawal from that, as H e is the
very life of you in this very manbody. Those who want permanent peace
and joy let them contact something that is lasting, that's all, because the
worldly things are all changing; they don't last long. After all, man has
to leave the body; everyone has to leave sometime. If you are attached t o
outward things, relatives, possessions, naturally when you withdraw,
you feel grief.
D o you know what is at the bottom of this? All-bliss, All-joy, Allhappiness, All-wisdom, is within you, and at present you have a reflec-
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tion of that. As I told you, even a child says, "I know so much."
Everybody says what I know, nobody else knows. That is due t o the
reflection of All-wisdom within you. God is eternal, and nobody believes
He will die. But if you really come in contact with That, then you will
have permanent joy, permanent wisdom; everything. These are very
simply facts-common sense. Everybody wants joy-permanent, not
temporary, is that not so? We have been seeking amiss, thinking
perhaps each thing will last, but nothing lasts in this changing
panorama. That permanent, lasting abode is within you, and that is the
very Controlling Power within your body, but we are attached to outside things so much so that we have forgotten ourselves. We must
withdraw from outside to know our own Self. When we d o this, by
withdrawal we see that that Power is controlling us within the body. So
the body is the temple of God, and all this grief, misery, and strife is
due t o ignorance. We've been seeking amiss. That is why the
Upanishads ask, "What is that, by knowing which, you need t o know
nothing else, you see, by having which you need nothing, to develop
nothing more?" This is the underlying principle living under it. Everybody wants permanent peace, d o they not? But we are seeking, we are
engaged only in the impermanent. Why not seek that very Power which
is within you? That will never leave you. That is the very controlling
Power in the body, permeating all creation. This explains Spirituality
in a few words. Everybody wants bliss, happiness, joy, for long, is it
not? Even if you get outside, you have to leave the body. Now these
things are connected with the body. Even then you'll feel grief. Why
not come in contact, become engaged and absorbed in the Power which
is lasting, never ending, and which is within you, keeping you in the
body? D o you follow what I am putting before you? We are misfitting
our attention. We enjoy a little outside happiness only for the time we
are absorbed in it or our own attention is absorbed in that. When that
thing is taken away or we are withdrawn, we feel grief. Furthermore,
for outer enjoyments, you have to spend money, but for the inner bliss
and joy, we have to pay nothing.
[Discipleasks about being sick and meditating])
Even the darkest cloud has a silver lining somewhere. There is bliss
even in the form of disease. You get more time. Nobody presses you t o
go to the office or to business, etc., and earn money. Your household
members say, "All right, he is sick." They d o not detain you. So why
not look at the better side of it?
Other people are helping you. Instead of sighing and grieving, all
right, "God blessed me." Withdraw your attention from outside to
within you. You have got a contact within you. How blessed you are.
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S o many years ago, I remember it was perhaps in 1914, 1 got a fever
for three months, then six months. 1 had a very blissful time. Nobody
was telling m e to go to the office and this and that, and I was served
by everybody. So naturally I was in my meditation much of the time, and
once I withdrew from the body; the people around me said, "Oh, he's
dead." But I was not dead. This is the golden opportunity that God
gives. Our angle of vision is wrong. What I'm telling, is it not the truth?
When you're sick, d o you have to exert for yourself? Others come t o
your help and will sympathize with you saying, " All right, have this,
have that." All these outer things come in a garb to give you an opportunity t o get something higher, but we don't utilize the chance, that's the
pity.
S o have you understood the principle of permanent happiness? You
have got the contact within, why not have it permanently? Out of the 24
hours each day we fritter away at least twenty hours, and will not find
time, even three o r four hours, for that most important purpose. This is
really our own work. All other work is connected with give and take, and
when that is finished, it will leave you o r you will have to leave. S o the
permanent relationship is there within you, t o which Masters unite you.
Such a relationship which never ends, even after death. What a great
concession it is I tell you!
I d o not mean that you should sit idle and doing nothing. Earn your
livelihood by the sweat of your brow; stand on your own legs and help
others. We have only t o take one or two loaves, one or two, that's all,
nothing more. How much d o you need t o earn for this? One thousand
dollars? You need for your own living 20,30, o r 40 dollars and the rest is
not your share, mind that. If you don't share with others, you will have
t o leave it all behind, and people will be fighting over it-"This is our
share, this our share." What has to be taken from you eventually, why
not share it with others now? Is this not wise enough? Your self will expand. Love God and love all others. God resides in them; love knows
service and sacrifice. Love without service and sacrifice is n o love, I tell
you. It is selfishness. You want to keep everything for your own self and
you can have only a little of it-the rest will be left behind you. And people fight over it, going t o the courts, "This is our share, this is our
share."
Kabir says that the word "dhe" in Punjabi means body. The word
"de" also means to give. S o he says, "As long as you are in the body, de,
de, de." As long as you are in the body, always give, give, and give. H e
then asks why. Because when you leave the body, nobody will ask you to
give. When you share with others, your own self expands, does it not?
For the love of God you love others. S o share with others because God is
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within them. We are all brothers and sisters in God. Your self expands,
otherwise it remains congealed, with the result that you take nothing
along with you when you leave the body; even so, how can you take
outer things? That is why Christ said that it is easier for a camel to pass
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the Kingdom of
Heaven.
The whole perspective is changed, do you see? The Godmen who
come here give right understanding. Right understanding. This is right
understanding, you see. The personal work is therefore to withdraw
from outside and rise within your own self, know yourself, that's all.
You are All-bliss, you are All-wisdom, All-happiness. Outward happiness comes only on account of you yourself when you are engaged or
absorbed in various things. You have frittered away your own bliss and
enjoyed the outer happiness. If you come in contact with that higher
happiness, then . . .?
Go on with your meditations and all outward things will become very
clear. I mean we are wearing colored glasses, but with clear understanding, the glasses become clear. If it is dark glass, you will see darkness. If
it is blue, you will see blue, but right understanding gives you right
thoughts, right thoughts result in right speech and action. Why is all the
wrangling and fighting going on? Because there's no right understanding.
Once my father was involved in a court case with some relatives on account of some land dispute. It was I think in 1915, many years back.
Previously, those who were now fighting in the courts lived together as
cousins. They ate together, yet in the courts they could file suit. Anyway,
my father won the case. I was there, and when the other party came to
my father, they met all right and he welcomed them. I asked them,
"Why have you come?" and they said, "We have lost the case of course,
but have come to see if you have got some share for us." I then asked my
father, "Well, dear father, have they really any right to anything,
although you have won?" Old people were very wise in those days, and
with all that he said, "Truly speaking I have to die. They will have some
share, even though I have won." Then I asked, "How much do you really consider they have to get?" He said something like nine "bighas," A
bigha is about one-fourth of an acre. Then I asked him, "Well then,
how much do you think had you lost the case, would you like to have
considered your share?" He replied "Fifteen bighas." So I said, "All
right, add half of that and it makes twelve." So even after the case was
won, my father gave them twelve bighas of land.
This is truthfulness. Don't deceive yourself. Sometimes in the outward court cases you see, you may win, but that is not your true share.
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Christ was very strong in advising people not to leave the house for the
court. If you have left your house, and are on the way, don't go further;
return. Even if you reach the door of the court, don't step inside. If you
step in, then you are no longer true t o yourself, you will have to say one
hundred false things to prove you are right, and all your time will be
engaged in nothing practical. All the time you will be thinking, "He is
such and such a man," and so on. When consulting with one man, then
another, one's whole mind is disturbed. Added to this, you have to
spend money. Why not keep the half-share and stay at home? In Punjabi
we have got a saying-It is better to have half a loaf of bread rather than
the whole by fighting. Would it not seem that if you are true to yourself,
then there is no need of these courts? The reason for these courts is due
t o us, you see. If there are two brothers, then whatever the father has left
should be shared. Everybody wants to be exorbitant, wants to get more.
It is only the angle of vision that should be changed. Nearly all that trouble is on account of ourselves; I think ninety percent. Ten percent might
be due t o reaction of the past. We squeeze the blood of others. The stain
of blood on a cloth can be washed away by water, but when you squeeze
the blood of others, you will have to reap the results of that. So your
earnings should be fair and honest, first of all. The other thing is, it
should pass through the hands of someone who has a good life, or that
infection will be there. Even from the one who cooks. Those who serve
food also have an effect. We don't feel it because we are already
overladen with filth. These are simply different ways of living. No
philosophy is required, just common sense; everyday experience you see
at work in life. So all outward enjoyments are not really enjoyments,
because of your own self, you are absorbed in something and are enjoying your own blood. Why not attach it t o the higher self which is Allwisdom, and thereby enjoy more . . .?
You have t o learn these things. Having one social religion or the other
makes no difference. That school is better from which many students
come out sucessful, that's all. When you're attending a certain class in
which there may be Hindus, Mohammedans, Christians, all are reading
in the same classroom. And the teacher is a man, the same as you, who is
enlightened, who has solved the mystery of life. Which student is most
dear to the teacher? Whoever lives up to what the teacher says, surely,
though he may be a Christian, Sikh, Mohammedan, or a Hindu. All are
dear to him, but he is more dear who lives up to his words.
So I say, make the best use of the advice you are given. You have
nothing t o pay, nothing to worry about, and this is nothing new-just
stand on your own legs. Is is a golden opportunity whereby you can go
back t o your home. Make the best use of all other things to enable you to
reach God.

Ojas: The Power of Chastity
January 27, 1971

While reading yesterday, I came across a brief mention of the power of
Ojas, but it didn't give much in detail about what it is about.
Ojas is the power which helps you rise into the Beyond. That is called
Ojas. 0 j a s is the power which helps you to rise into the Beyond. So you
will find how necessary is chastity of life. The more you have got that
Power within you, the more you are healthy, even if it exceeds the limit
what the body requires, it will help you in the Beyond.
You see, from eat and drink we have some milk-like element made
(chyle); from there it arises and comes into the blood. From blood
forms the flesh, bones, and then the pith of the bones. From the pith of
the bones that Power arises. Those people who are not chaste, given up
to unchastity, they have no hope for this Ojas Power. So, Ojas is the
Power which helps you to transcend into the Beyond. That is why
chastity is Life, sexuality is death. We sometimes use words, but we
don't know the very basic purpose for which they are there. You have
read chastity is Life, sexuality is death. Normal way: that's all right.
Everything which exceeds limits, that goes to spoil, you see. So blessed
are the pure in heart, for they shall see God. That power helps. Those
who are always drained out have poor health, no thinking power, nor
are they able to do hard work; they can do nothing. So that is why it is
said, chastity is Life and sexuality is death.
Those who are not married should observe strict celibacy. Those
who are married should observe according to the scriptures. Scriptures
only say to marry means taking a companion in life who should be with
you in weal or woe through your earthly sojourn and both meet God.
Help each other. One duty may be begetting children-one! Not all!
We have considered perhaps it is machinery of enjoyment. That is
wrong.
Ojas has not been defined anywhere, I tell you. From Ojas you have
got that power which helps you to go into the Beyond. If you have got
no surplus of this valuable fluid within you, how can you sit? Now you
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will see how important is chastity. The word "chastity" is used as Life,
a n d its opposite is death, you see. These things are not explained t o us,
that's a pity. We ourselves d o not know. Outward acting a n d posing
won't d o , I tell you. S o that is why I put it in the diary forms even in
word, even in thought. Even unchaste words a n d thoughts affect you.
If you observe a n average-very simple diet with chastity, you'll be
blooming. All your tonics, all your outward dietary proteins won't
help you. Special diets also won't help-that is only temporary. I think
with acting a n d posing, you appear t o look all right, that is all.
I read a n instance in one book while I was a student. In the West it is
usual that girls seek their own husbands and husbands seek their own
companions. There was one girl who was ugly looking and nobody
wanted to marry her. She was disappointed so she left the town and lived
in a n out-of-the-way place. Naturally, when one is disappointed, one
reverts to God. She passed her days in sweet remembrance of God. After
a year o r so somebody came up to her, "I would like t o marry you."
"What are you talking about? I a m the ugliest woman in the world."
"No, no, no, you're not ugly." "No, no, don't joke with me!" She
looked in the looking glass and her features were changed. So, thoughts
are very potent, you see. Chaste thought is a blessing.
Ojas power is that, as I tell you, which helps you t o transcend into the
Beyond.

Even the power to think depends on Ojas also? Continence of mind,
that also depends on Ojas?
You waste your power by thinking. Thoughts result in words and in
action. That does not affect those who have n o inkling whatsoever of
God. Some diaries, excuse me, are full of chastity failures in deed. They
take it like a food. This is wrong. I have to give them right direction, very
politely, "Take more care of that."
But he means that Ojas helps to increase the intellect also, I think.
Well, chastity helps everything. If oil is oozing out of a burning lamp,
then how long will that go on giving you light? That's the foundation on
which the building is raised: your physical body, your intellect, your
everything. There was one Swami Ram Tirath, principal of the Government College in Lahore. H e said sometimes it so happened the very
brilliant students failed. Very brilliant students who used t o stand first in
their classes-failed their examinations. When they went into it, they
found that they lost their vital fluid the night before.
Kabir says, a dog when it indulges in coition; it remains sad for a
month, that affects it one month. What t o speak of men who indulge
daily! I need not say these things so openly, but that cuts the very roots
of the life.
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So chastity is Life, you see. I think you will rarely find those who
observe chastity, say even for one month. They think that perhaps it is a
part of their diet, but that is wrong. So chaste, normal life is all right, as
prescribed by the scriptures. That is why I say married life is no bar
to spirituality if conducted according to the scriptures. When I write
something, I mean something, you see. We simply read it, that's all.
Your chart is with you-self-introspection report-look to that. If
thoughts are right, you lose less. Suppose you lose one grain in thought,
five grains in word, and half a pound in action. Thoughts are very potent. These are a necessity to insure your success. You want to go home
this very birth; all right, have it. You're sure to go. This side you try, but
the other side you drain out, what is it? You cannot sit. Those who say,
"We cannot sit, our mind does not allow us," this is all due to failure. In
the great legend of Ramayana, the other side opposing Rama was to
fight. From that side some man came up to fight. He had observed
twelve years of strict celibacy, chastity of life. But from Rama's side,
Laxman who had been chaste all his life was selected to fight. History
shows that. I've read Napoleon's life. By hearing his name, the whole of
Europe trembled. What happened whan he was caught at the Waterloo
Battle? The story goes that he had fallen in this failure the night before.
What a miracle is the life of the great man!
In everyone's life you will find this is the drawback, the biggest
drawback in the majority. Saying is something, but living is something
else.
In India, there were three or four invasions from the West, from Persia (Afghanistan). Prithvi Raj stood against them and drove them out.
When finally he was captured, the reason given for that is the same
reason. The day following, you are not in your sound thought, you see.
You may have a boost by your outward drink and this and that thing.
I don't think you've been given this very vivid view on this subject
before. Facts remain like that. You may have a very simple life. From
that you'll bloom. Your every power will be enhanced. When you have
got no light for your own, how can you understand the light? Visualising
won't do. And these are people initiated by so many, so many masters in
the world. This is a failure in them too, even the heads. They've got no
control over their discharges. I never dreamt of this in my life. That helps
in goodness when you can store in you.
Nature does not spare anybody. "Blessed are the pure in heart for they
shall see God." These are very clear words. When you have got no
power of Ojas, how can you see God? How can you rise above? It will
give a boost to have something, then you have to maintain it, you see.
Live in a normal way, not given up to everything. An example is given
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to bring home the things to the people at large: The Lord of Food complained to Lord Shiva, "People eat me too much." Then he replied,
"Those who eat more than really required, you eat them up." Then
whatever is not digested, that brings disease. If you are eating too much,
you are not able to digest anything. Those who indulge too much in
anything, ultimately they are not able to enjoy that. These things eat
them up. That is why you know self-introspection is most necessary, for
which we care little, very little. So don't spare yourself.
Yes?
When someone overeats, that affects chaste thoughts?
Yes. When food is not digested, you are not able to sit for meditation.
You're drowsy. So long as your stomach can digest, it is all right-for
one, two months, a year or so. After that, if you overeat you are not able
to digest. It means the same thing, that Food and Drink eat you up. You
are not able to digest it and that food gives no power, no strength. How
do diseases come up, you see? Whatever food remains undigested brings
on all diseases. Or overwork.
Three things kill a man-Hurry, worry, and food that is not digested.
You see the very importance of it; it is very good you put that question, on Ojas.
Yes?
Is loss of semen during the night strictly a matter of thoughts during
the day?
Surely. When you look into the eyes of others, others affect you. Eyes
are the windows of the soul. That is what I was saying to you last night.
Don't look into the eyes of others, may be one sex or the other, you will
be affected, weakened. If you have control over yourself and you can affect others, that's another thing. In the time of discipleship we must be
very careful. When you have grown up and you have got a sheet anchor,
you cannot be affected by others; you'll give life to others. Sometimes
we say, "Well, Master talks lovingly to everybody." He talks lovingly
from His soul, you see, not from the body. Others who talk very lovingly, talk from the level of the body. Love that arises from the body and
ends in the soul: that is love. Generally all this love which ends in the
body is called lust. These things are not differentiated in books, I tell
you. What is that lust? Lust is love, your love, which arises out of the
body and ends in the body. By sitting here, by radiation you have a boost
to go into the beyond; that's Love. That is why that Love is called Charity, you see.
Yes?
How strict should we be about associating with other people? Even
any initiate? We shouldn't make any distinction.
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Meet socially so far as is necessary. If you have to meet in a Satsang or
anywhere, you should think of nobody else except God. Satsang is only
Satsang when no other thought creeps in your mind except God. When
you are there, you are socially meeting, kissing, that is no Satsang.
Once I reported one place, they began to embrace children. I stopped
them. This kind of love will spoil your lives. If glasses are stacked in one
place, they will strike, clash against each other and be broken, is it not
so? We are not yet the master of our body, you see. We're dragged like
anything. So, during the period of discipleship, you must be very
careful. Even after that, those who are not in full control of themselves,
they also go down. We have to be very careful. When I prescribed the
diary, it really meant something, really.
Now times have changed. Nobody can stay with anybody for a longer
period. They must get something. And they are given, but this,should be
maintained by self-introspection. First something is given. (At initiation
some experience of Light and Sound is given.) That goes all right for
some days, but if your life deteriorates, that leaves-goes away.
God is Life, Love and Light. You get Life; Chastity is Life. We simply
read things; we don't go into the bottom of them. God is Life, Love and
Light. So our very life comes from where? Chastity! These things are
not preached, that's the pity. They simply tell you to go do this performance, do that performance, etc. If your life is really pure, then even one
thought will help you. Thank God, with all these things you get
something through the Grace of our Master. But we have to maintain it.
Normal life is all right. Yes, you wanted to say something?
In regards to thinking, somebody once made a statement: "I think;
therefore I am." But that's not really true, because I am even $1 don't
think. Is that correct?
You are a conscious entity and thinking arises from consciousness, is
it not? How can one who is not conscious think? So that is why when you
say, "I think," means you are conscious. We generally use words and
don't go into the bottom of what they represent. We are conscious entities. Then, that consciousness works through the level of brain,
through intellect. Consciousness helps you to think. So that is why it is
said: "God is all Intellect, all Wisdom, all Love, all Life."
So God is working, He is all consciousness; you are a drop of the
ocean of all consciousness. You have got the same power, the same thing
in you-Life, Light and Love. Once, as President of the World
Fellowship of Religions, I gave out my address on this very point: Life,
Light and Love. People use these words but they don't follow what they
actually mean.
One who is given up to outward losing of all this power, Ojas, is
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never patient, I tell you. That's the outward symbol. Like milk boiling,
he will bubble out, can't control himself. That's the one thing you'll
note. One who is very strong, he considers calmly. This is one thing
that will come out. You can judge from that, you see. If one becomes
wild for the time being, cannot control himself, that is a sure sign that
he is not chaste. He is losing all that power. For the building that has n o
ground underneath, a strong foundation is required. You may then
have so many stories raised up high on that; but if the ground is weak,
then? It will fall down. Masters have been giving this example in
another way. They say the walls which are made of sand, how long will
they last? Walls made of sand, will they last? How long?
So, chastity of thought, chastity of everything, of all outgoing
faculties-sight, audition, feelings-the word Brahmcharya is used for
that. Brahmcharya is the way of living t o find God. Brahmcharya
means self-introspection, a means which enables you t o find God. The
other word is "Sadachar," ethical life.
Brahmcharya: 'Brahm' means God, and 'acharya' means way of living. That is not only controlling the semen within you, but controlling
all your outgoing faculties. Control your tongue, control your
thought; think no evil of anybody else. Don't be affected by what you
hear from others. If others say, "I have seen . . . this and that thing,"
don't believe it.
Yes?

So, chastity is the foremost of all the virtues?
Well, it is the foundation of the physical body. The body is founded
like a building, depending on the strength of the foundation. Even
thoughts affect the very child in the womb. A mother's thoughts affect
the child in the womb. Some children are very lusty. That is due t o the
parents. While the child is in the womb we must be quite chaste, calm,
loving; that will affect the child within the womb. He'll be born like
that. The reactions of the past, and the reactions of the mother's
thoughts, both affect and form the child.
This subject is very long, you see.
Something more that will be a help t o you: Animals and men, there is
a vast difference between the two. When a n animal becomes pregnant,
no male animal will touch her. But in man, we are the highest in all
creation, what d o we do? Shameful, is it not? My hint is sufficient. I
need not go too far into it. We don't observe that.
With any subject, that will be thrashed out, threadbare, to bring home
the truth at the bottom, you see.
Many of the initiates, I'm sure, will be interested in this, besides
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myself. If we had unchaste lives before we were initiated, how long does
it take, is there a time before we are adjusted?
I tell you, if you take poison, that affects you. But take no more
poison, you see. To fall in sin is manly, but to remain there is devilish.
You see, that woman who committed adultery was brought to Christ. He
said, "All right, what do your scriptures say? That such a woman should
be stoned to death. All right, let her stand there, and you stone her. And
who shall stone her? Who has not felt guilty of that at heart of hearts?''
Nobody dared. And he said to her, "All right, go; do no more." Our
Master Baba Sawan Singh used to say sometimes, when out of the whole
gathering one would say, "Master, I have committed adultery." "Well,
can anyone bear the burden of his sin?" Who would dare to say? Then
he told him, "All right, do no more" just like that.
We should stop somewhere. The poison eaten can be cleaned, you see.
If you stop eating more poison, then it's all right. So there is hope for
everybody.
Sometimes I have a feeling that I should follow a certain pattern of
life, like during the day; and I say, 'Well, I'm going to meditate this
much, and, you know, I try and follow everything you say. But I lose
touch with my desires because I do everything out of habit and I've
found that i f 1 try and think every moment, "What does my soul want?'
that I'm able to follow your teachings a lot better because I keep my
desire pure.
I think I have given reply very straight and you have not followed it.
The very view stated in your purpose is due to that. If you cannot live up
to what He says, you have no power within yourself. You're losing,
you're very loose with that. These things should not be thrown in the
face. That is due to lack of doing your diary. Like a hard taskmaster,
don't spare yourself. He within you does not spare even me, I tell you!
Of course, God bless you. This means that there's a very strong vigilant
watch to be kept. By mentioning myself, it means that son of man must
fall down unless he has got some boost above, some sheet anchor within
him. I am giving you something very true, a very basic thing to which
you pay little care or nothing. We are already given up to sensual desires,
enjoyment, in one way or another. So long as we are just stuck fast there,
how can we rise above it? There should be some discipline. If a doctor
comes to you, you have got fever and he says don't take any solid food,
you have to live up to it. This is the path of discipleship I am explaining
to you. You have to be very careful, but if you live up to it for a certain
time in a particular way that will become your habit. And you will live
longer for it; in that way it will turn into nature. You won't be able to do
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otherwise. So why not make the best use of the habit of the mind, you
see? Do one thing today, tomorrow, a day, month or so, then? Then
naturally you will have the trend of the mind to go there. Make your
mind a friend, you see. 'All right, let us do this.' When habit is formed,
then you're saved. Mind has the tendency to bring you back to earth,
that's all. And a clod of earth which you throw in the air maybe with
very much force, that will come down to the earth; that's her origin,
earth, you see. Candle is lit, flame will go up; even up-turned, then it will
go up. So long as we are bound down to the outgoing faculties, our
thoughts, our thinking, our consciousness cannot rise. That will become
habit. Once we learn how to rise above it and have the higher inkling,
every day have that bliss, naturally mind won't like to come down. We
have to work for it. Some boost or some capital is given; that is a great
concession. But maintain it.

Consciousness, Reincarnation
and Free Will
Why can man lose his human position and go to lower planes?
God is all consciousness, and our soul, being of the same essence as
that of God, is also a conscious entity. If this conscious Self comes in contact with higher consciousness, it will become more conscious. It won't
return t o lower planes. But if this conscious Self is identified with the
material which is less conscious, naturally it will not go higher but t o the
same consciousness or t o lower planes of consciousness.
All are conscious. Even the animals are conscious; birds are conscious;
but there are lesser degrees of consciousness. Man is more conscious;
animals are less conscious; birds are still less conscious. If our consciousness becomes identified with the material things, naturally it will be
lowered and will have t o go to a lower plane. In man body we have the
privilege of coming in contact with All-Consciousness. If we d o that, we
won't even return to man body. But if it comes in contact with the
material things, its consciousness will be lessened. It's a sort of death of
the soul as the Saints have called it. It is not actually death but the consciousness being lowered. Word or Naam Power, that God-intoexpression is All-Consciousness. If soul comes in contact with that Naam
Power, it will grow more conscious, you see. If it becomes identified with
lower, material things, naturally, that consciousness will become morbid
and will naturally go to that lower plane.
If you come in contact with the Higher Consciousness, you will
become more conscious. If you come in contact with, identified, or imbued with the lower consciousness or the material things, you might say,
naturally your consciousness is lessened. Each man has to g o to his own
plane. But such cases are few. There are some, unfortunately.
Does each incarnation in nature work out specific karmas?
Only in the man body. They are bound in lower forms of creation.
They are not free. In man body, man is bound t o some extent, and free
within certain limits. When a railroad line is set, the train will run over it.
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You are given the railroad line with the freedom of laying the tracks in
whatever direction you like. S o in man body, we are free to certain extents. All other forms are bound. There is n o question of freedom.
How can soul once obtaining man body go back to lower forms of
creation?
I have replied already from the common sense point of view. That if
you come in contact with the higher consciousness, you're not to return.
If you come in contact with the lower consciousness, naturally your consciousness is lowered. Each soul has his own plane of consciousness. Man
has got most. If there is the possibility of going up, there is also the
possibility of going down. The Saints have referred to this as the "death
of the soul." Death of the soul does not mean soul dies but that the consciousness is lessened. I have replied from a very common sense point of
view. How is it possible? Well you'll see. We d o not know the language of
animals but some dogs are very, more familiar, more conscious, you see,
than others. Similarly, that is the state of other animals also. S o this is
given from a common sense point of view, but I also added that there are
few cases like that. If your consciousness becomes morbid, naturally
you'll go t o lower planes, down to that level. Pity it is that we d o not
know our past or the future. Those who d o know, know that what 1 a m
telling you stems from a common sense point of view.
You have said that due to one's past good karmas, one takes initiation
from a Saint andjust now, you said that we have a certain amount of free
play. Is it what wedo with our initiation that ispart of ourfree will? How
much or little we apply ourselves; is that our free will?
No, no. You see, each man has his own background. Some get more,
some less at initiation. Some advance quickly, others less quickly. But
that is further modified. If a man who has got good background, as I
think 1 have told you some time before, starts here, then stops further
. . . Then another man who has got less background but is regular, puts
in more time back there, regularly, he will go further than the other man
who only goes by fits and starts.

Death and Protection
His mother has cancer and there is very much suffering and he asks, if
there is no other help, can the suffering be lessened by using morphine?
I think it is better to let her die consciously. It's better. Otherwise her
consciousness will be morbid and that will affect her soul. Why not tell
her to put all her attention here [attheeye center]and the suffering will be
lessened. I think that is the best morphine you can have. Write her. Let
her turn her attention here and pray. She'll get help. The suffering will be
less.
[Twoyears later the editor met the questioner and inquired about his
mother. The mother was written and given Master's instructions. From
the day she received the letter the pain began to lessen. There was no
need for morphine. She died consciously.]
It so happened here in India, a man was suffering on account of
cancer. H e could not sleep even for a moment. He was fortunately, or unfortunately related to me. My brother's daughter was married t o his son.
She dragged me there, and they wanted me to put my hand o n him. H e
said, "Will you help me?" So I was forced to put my hand on him, you
see, and all the trouble was relieved.
S o tell her t o put her whole attention here, back of the eyes and pray. I
hope the suffering will be less. T o give morphine is not good. She'll go into a swoon; die while in a swoon. There was one Obdulla, initiate of
Hazarat Mian Mir, who had very excrutiating pain. But as he was initiated by Hazarat Mian Mir he just withdrew and sat therein. H e had no
pain, but Hazarat Mian Mir went to him, "Well, you sitting there, why
don't you suffer for the reactions you have to undergo? Your mind must
be suffering, not remaining in the astral world." So try to bear, you see.
If you have risen above body consciousness, this pain is going on, you're
not suffering. So to die consciously is always better.
Sometimes Doctors give morphine which induces swoon. The best
remedy is just to have her put her attention here. Doctors d o at times, give
patients morphine. But to die consciously is always better. Yes?
If somebody is very sick and is not used to putting his consciousness
over here . . .
245
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Well, direct him. In the name of the Master, direct him.
I didn't follow Master.
In the name of Christ, the Christ Power, I mean; but don't exert
yourself. If he is not an initiate, simply tell him the name of the Master.
That will help. Anyone else?
In the West, many people die unconsciously, as it is very common that
they are given morphine. What is the difference between dying consciously and not consciously, in the Beyond, I mean.
We were talking over this subject only yesterday. The consciousness
will be morbid, even after leaving the body. If he is not conscious when
leaving the body that does have an effect. To die consciously is all right.
T o be able to say, "I am going now . . ." is best.
So there is more of a possibility, when somebody dies in this way to
come back in a lowerform of life?
The consciousness is affected. If throughout his whole life he has been
attached to material things, he may be reborn with less consciousness.
Some children are more conscious, others less.
I have heard it mentioned many times of the importance of our last
thought at the time of our dying. Wouldyou speak more on thissubject?
You see, if you have been accustomed to one thought, a ruling passion
in your life, then naturally that will be the last thought with you.
Anything which has been ruling your mind will come up.
And you go to where your last thought was?
Yes, If-1 am adding "If" now. If some conscious person is there to
direct, that will help. That will help. These are exceptions of course. Yes?
With regards to our families dying, is it better that we go to their bedsides while they're dying? I understand that they cannot die if we are
there, doing Simran, I think. If I understand that correctly.
Now what did you read?
In Sat Sandesh, in the article "Protector and Protection" (Sept. 70)
you said that because you were there the lady could not leave.
Oh, because she belonged to Kal, the Negative Power. Those who are
not initiated are under the control of Kal-Negative Power. The Angel of
Death does not dare to enter the place where a man who is entuned to
Naam is sitting unless he first leaves the place. It did so happen in my life
in many cases. In one instance Dalip Singh [treasurer of Sawan Ashram,
now deceased] was with me at the time; he's a witness. It so happened this
woman was very sick. She was not initiated. Her husband was attending
her for so many days. On her last day 1 came to know that she was sick.
She belonged to our native village. 1 went to her and told her husband,
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"All right, you have been attending her for the last so many days, I will
look after her now. You'd better take a rest today." One other man, one
lady, and Dalip Singh were there. At about nine or ten o'clock at night,
the messengers of the Negative Power, the angels of death, you might
say, came to her door, then ran away. Then Dharam Raj, the Lord of
Death, came and stood at the door. He said, "Look here, this is in our
province. We cannot take her away unless you leave the room, now." I
told him, "You cannot enter. I have been with her for the last twothree hours now. Go and ask my Master if He permits." He did go away
and when he returned said, "Master has permitted." "All right," I told
him, "I have been with her three hours. Will you give her credit for this?"
"All right she will get full credit for that." Then I asked my friends to
leave the room or she wouldn't die. I then sent for her husband. "So
many rupees are still debited against her. You pay them off to some poor
fellows so that she can go." So we left the room. In a few minutes she left.
So this Initiation is a great boon you have been bestowed-Initiation,
you see.
In Gurbani, we have got: [Versegiven in Punjabi.] Yama is very just, I
tell you, very honest, very just. His pen flows according to our actions,
good or bad. Yama cannot be controlled by anyone, but if you're entuned with the Shabd, he would not come near the area where that music
is being resounded. Why? Because he's afraid that he might be taken to
task for that. [Again a verse is recited in Punjabi.]
Yes?
So my thought was, that ifyou try to bring a member of your family's
thoughts toward God in their last hours. . .
Pray to your Master to bring their thoughts toward God. Don't take it
on your shoulders. This happened in my life, in the time of my Master, I
had the habit of attending sick people in hospitals and at their homes.
They would say, "Well, he will come and the pain will be relieved and the
trouble will subside-even the highest fever, 106-107 will go down to a
hundred." People used to gather when I went to visit the sick. I went by
God's Grace-I never applied anything, but still by radiation, they were
relieved. People complained to my Master, "Look here, he is showing
miracles. He wants to vie with you." Master told them, "He is not doing
anything wrong, it's the radiation that works." You see? So we have very
great radiation. You're a great, rich man. You've got wealth of riches of
Naam within you, but you don't utilize your wealth, that's the pity.
Master said, "No, no, he does not do healing miracles. It's his radiation
that does it and people make a show saying, "He will come and all will be
healed." Really, I never did anything. Even now I don't do anything. I
simply give the lesson, "Sit down, close your eyes . . ." and then I go
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away. That's all 1 do. By healing, you exert yourself. Pray, pray, pray,
pray. Pray like that. Is it not so? When healing is done, you exert. I never
d o that. At initiation also, I say, "Sit down please, repeat the charged
Simran" and each one has something. It is not 1 who a m doing, but some
Power.
This was a disease I had: I took it as a kind of disease, that I was able to
see daily beyond this wall something being done in Calcutta. That was
like a disease. I prayed to God-it was long before I physically met my
Master-''0 God, I pray this disease be taken away. I should behave like
all men." Later when Master used to meet me inside, not physically, I
asked, "Take it away, keep it reserved so I should behave like a man,
average man, human being. If any good goes out of me, I should not be
aware of it." These things have saved me, s o far. I never dreamed that I
a m doing anything. So, really, when 1 know some Power is the doer, why
should 1 take credit? This would be only acting and posing, you see.
People consider this a very great privilege, to be able to read, foresee
future and past. Even if we know, what can we do? One child of mine was
sick. I asked my wife, "Now you name any best doctor you would like, to
get the child treated, so that you may not say later o n that we should have
done such and such." O n that day, I went out t o get special medicine to
be administered to the child. My eldest brother was by my side, "Well
look here," I spoke to my own self, "You're deceived. You know he's
passing away. This medicine has to be given because you have to pay
off." My brother looked at me in surprise. "What are you talking
about?" "Well, you see, thy breaths are numbered." Even if you know,
what can you do? They have to go, pass away. Even my wife passed
away. One day she said, "I a m going to leave." She had a good time for
meditation. She said that she was going on the second of April. I said,
"No, there is a very big gathering, so don't go on that day. A day later,
please. She agreed. Then I went to her after the initiation. "Are you
ready t o go?" She said, "Yes." "All right, go-go smiling." She smiled
and left. S o I think in worldly affairs, your wife is the nearest relation.
Whoever is a companion, comes and goes according to the reactions of
the past. Thank God, toward the end of your life that you have been in
the Sweet Remembrance of God. My father, mother, two elder brothers
all left. I wanted t o go to them to help them go back jolly. O n account of
past reactions we have been put together. Thank God they were in the
Sweet Remembrance o f God. They were helped on the way. Even if you
know, what can you do?
S o why not help your mother go jolly? You have paid off your debt.
Your angle of vision is changed, you see. Long before I came t o my
Master, my elder brother's wife was quite sick for a long time; then she
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recovered. I wrote a letter to my brother: "Look here, on the receipt of
this letter, be careful. She will go." When he got the letter, he thought,
"She is quite all right, what is this?" And within half an hour, she
departed. So even if you know, what can you do? I think it is better not to
know. But if you know when your angle of vision is changed, that's all
right "Thank God." I've not shed a tear on the death of my children or
brother or father. You think that I have no sympathy? D o you think that
if I had had sympathy that would have helped?
This is only a question of give and take, you see. Master winds up all
this give and take of His disciples, if you just surrender to Him and have
been doing Naam.
Any other questions? Every day you have some subject covered.
I was given new life at Hardwar. I was having a heart attack. There was
no pulse and He sat with me for an hour or so . . . and then the pulse
returned. I'm still alive.
You are still bound. [allchuckle] It's all His Grace. Well I don't know
anything about it. That Power works, you see.
While going to Kashmir, I got a heart attack. I usually remain in bed
for some days, say about fifteen days. I can't move. But Master was there
in Kashmir for the whole night. He had taken the whole trouble with Him
and I was altogether all right the next morning and I started to work
again.
The only thing we can say, as Christ said, "Thy faith has cured thee."
Such-like people are not permitted to go to the hills with heart attacks. H e
was there.
So go on with your meditations. What a great blessing you have got,
with God's Grace, of course.
I have got some sweets from the West. I want them for you all.
Do you ever take sweets yourself?
I am a man like you. O f course I don't relish but I am not against it.
Simple diet is better, you see.
I just see so many people giving sweets to You and You don't take
them.
Those are offerings. I don't accept offerings. 1 live o n my own earnings. There may be give and take at one or two places, not everywhere,
you see. If you accept offerings, that will be debited against you. If they
bring, 1 distribute them. So let me start from the right. No, the left, the
negative world. [chuckles]You also enjoy and I also enjoy on behalf of
all of you. If I eat, I eat only my own. The tenth Guru said, "Those who
put some food in the mouths of the poor and the needy, they put it into
my mouth. Those who clothe others who are naked, they clothe me,"
because He Himself is therein.

True Meditation
S o when sitting for meditation, the positive way is not t o say, "No
thought should come, n o thoughts should come." The positive way is t o
put your whole attention into one object of thought. Negative thoughts,
negative way of thinking always has a n adverse affect. This is all a feat, as
1 told you, of attention or surat. True worship is t o be wholly, solely
devoted t o one. This will be developed by regular practice in the accurate
way. If you will d o it accurately in that way, continually for some days,
for a n hour, two, four, five, like that, continuously, naturally Mind will
have the habit. Mind wants bliss, joy, and it will taste that bliss. Mind will
not permit you to go that way, because it knows when you get to that
blissful state that you will never want to come back, to recede from there.
S o make friends with your mind. Make friendship with your mind.
"All right, dear friend, wait, wait; we'll d o that (what you want), but let
us d o this for a while." How t o explain, s o that this may be clear? Make
friendship with the mind. "You want to eat something? All right, we'll
give you something t o eat. But first, for a while, let us d o this, then we'll
give you what you want." Do you know in the Bible what Christ says?
"Wait, Satan, wait. Wait for a while." That means, wait, we'll attend t o
you. This will help you. Mind wants something to bedone. Again you sit,
again mind drags you. "All right, wait, friend. I'll be with you; wait, wait
for a while." By repeating the same thing daily, it will turn into habit; and
habit will turn into nature. S o regularity, the word "regularity" means
not only sitting physically, but sitting wholly and solely. I always use the
words "wholly and solely", not physically. I never mentioned physically.
Even if you are physically there, you may not be wholly and solely there.
The longer you can stay wholly and solely devoted to one object of
thought, the more progress will come. Of course, one thing standing in
the way is clutching. You become emotional. That very emotion is your
ego attention. The longer you can stay there, the better the results will be.
When you g o out into nature, seeing nature, enjoying, that's all right.
There is some power working behind Nature. Turn to that Power, then
sit down in your meditation-you'll enjoy both-outer as well as inner.
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So the positive way of thinking is always helpful, you see? If you hear,
"Don't look, don't reach the other side," you'll naturally say, "What is
the other side?" Look wholly and solely into what is in there and the
other side will come. There are very minor things. Doing the same thing
in one way is binding you; the same thing in another way relieves you. If
your whole attention is devoted to one object, wholly and solely, and
you're truly cut off from all the world outside, that is true renunciation.
What is renunciation? To be cut off from all outside. Not leaving hearth
and home. You may go to the wilderness; even then you'll have the outside if your attention is there. So true renunciation follows when you are
devoted wholly and solely to one thing. That's a training. That is why it is
said, work is worship. You train in this way, then train in the other way.
Man learns swimming in water, does he not? So meditation, true meditation-I might further add the word true-is only to be at one point,
wholly and solely. That is a training ground in the worldly things and is
good; then go on. Then you'll enjoy more, I tell you, even outside. Also,
you'll find pleasure in work. Many engagements you will have; that will
be the training ground. So true renunciation does not mean leaving
hearth, home, this and that, eat and drink. It is only when you are
devoted wholly to one point, when you are absorbed, cut off from all
outside, even from your body. So regular practice will make you an adept
in this. Today, you may stay absorbed two minutes, then with practice
five minutes, then half hour. Out of the whole time you sit physically, say
for four hours, if you are There for even a half hour, you'll be more successful. So at night, always repose in your meditations and lie down
relaxed. Go in to sleep with that very thought of God. Even if you go in to
sleep, that thought will be reverberating with the circulation of your
blood. When you rise in the morning, you'll feel you had been doing this
remembrance all through the night.
But how can we remember Simran in our dreams?
That won't come in a day. Dreams and visions are two different things.
Dreams come up as a reaction of your uncollected, unregulated thoughts.
At the time you do not remember what you've actually seen. In the morning, you might have some vague memory of it. That is a dream. When
you have a vision, you are conscious at the time. You're talking, you're
hearing. You'll also remember everything. That is not a dream; that is
withdrawal from the body. Even in dreams the withdrawal is from the
body. The difference is, that in light sleep dreams, you go to the gullet
and to the navel in sound sleep dreams. In that case, when you become
empty you remain conscious; sleep is there, but you remain conscious.
"My body sleeps, not I"; then you have visions and they are true.
Sometimes the initiate cannot rise above and He comes down to help
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him. S o those are real-that's the difference. When you see anything,
continue looking, that's the only thing; then that will become clear.
That will help you. If you continue like that, you'll be successful. In the
beginning, when a man learns how to swim, he makes effort. When he
becomes proficient, he simply swims with no effort, with one leg here,
there, going on like anything. I have been swimming in rivers. I'm very
fond of rivers. In the Jhelum River there was a very big flood. I would
just g o to the top and in the middle of the river I would swim. N o fear. It
is your own fear that kills you. The water won't let you down. Only little
effort is needed. S o this comes only when you become an adept.
Regularity pays, in the accurate way; that's all I can say. Physically sitting at the Door and your mind running away to all sides, the four sides of
the world, is n o meditation. That is why Kabir says, if your body is sitting
by God or by the Master and you are running away t o the outside things,
that is no company of the Master. Company of the Master means when
you're wholly and solely There. That sort of absorption will give you
more, better, effects. You'll learn more. That is why it is said an hour of
sitting like that with the Master will give you more than one hundred
years of regular penances. Penances are done only to come u p t o that
state. There you sit by fire. Otherwise you are thinking how the fire is
made; how we are to strike one stick against the other; how t o kindle it.
In the beginning, You recommend that we sit two hours a day. But
what if we can't sit that long wholly devoted? Would you recommend
that we start with a shorter time and break it up when thoughts are corning and then try to lengthen it?
Tithing has been the custom all through life. T o give out a tithe, tithe of
money, tithe of time-two and one half hours; tithe of everything. That
has been the custom all through history. If you sit for two hours or two
and a half hours, you may have some five minutes like that in true
meditation. All right, then if you can devote wholly and solely for ten
minutes, and increase like that, that's all right-I have no objection. Purpose is there. That is why I say, don't g o t o meditation as an imposition.
G o fresh and buoyant, just as a son goes t o the mother. This binding is
sometimes necessary; you should at least put in that time (two to two and
a half hours). Out of that time, I think you'll have some minutes like
that. But if you've put in only five minutes, then of the five
minutes-maybe one fifth of one minute you are There. Hafiz says,
"Paint the whole wall." D o it-to help yourself!! Even if you cannot
paint the whole wall, you can d o something a t least. You are t o jurnp,
five feet for instance, or ten feet. Have the ideal of five feet, then you'll
jump at least one or two feet. D o you follow my point? Try t o follow. If
you have got something higher before you, you'll always try t o come u p
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to at least half of it. If you've always got the lower ideal, you won't even
reach that lower and you will go down still further. At the same time I'm
telling you, if you can put five-ten minutes in that way, wholly, solely,
then increase. That's all right. But you'll find the other way. Now you
have got two hours; you may be sometimes successful, sometimes not.
But when you have five or ten minutes, "I had to put down [record in
diary] only five minutes." That is the reason underlying. Everything has
something underlying.
A man cannot become an adept in one day. If you can d o it, well and
good. I'll be most happy. If you can put in ten minutes today, wholly,
solely, twenty minutes. Increase ten minutes daily. After one week you
will have seventy minutes. I wish you to d o it. And after fifteen days, one
hundred fifty minutes. D o that-I will be glad, you see. I don't want
work done in a slip-shod way but in an accurate way. Mind will question
so many things and involve you-induce you-not to put in two hours.
So start with five minutes. All right, d o it. I quite accept that from today.
You accept it? [Theperson agrees.] All right, take u p that way from today. Your mind will delude you-Don't listen to him. All right, you'll
agree to sit fifteen minutes at a time? [Person speaking with Master
agrees to sitfifteen minutes a t a time.] Now what further thing will come?
If you succeed in putting in fifteen minutes, if you succeed, I am adding
the word "if," then after that when you reach the place where you can
water, would you not like to dig further? But you reach there, then
recede, again dig another hole for fifteen minutes, leave there, then dig.
All right, I'm very glad. Let's start from today in your case. I a m
agreeable to any way. But do put in time, please. I don't think you'll find
any friend like that who'll allow you every concession. But if you d o
agree to this, be sincere. Don't deceive your own self. Put in fifteen
minutes at a time, honestly, wholly, solely. You'll change.
First thing, sit relaxed, quite relaxed. Then put in fifteen minutes.
You'll d o wonderfully. Now all bindings are gone, you see. But at the
same time, keep the higher ideal, naturally you'll do less. If all of you
start like that, I have no objections. Fifteen minutes at a time, wholly,
solely.
I'm ready to adjust myself to anything you like. But accuracy is
wanted. Then you don't deceive your own self. Mind is very tricky. When
you are sometimes drowsy-will that sitting count? That won't count. Sit
fully conscious. If you are drowsy for half an hour, then . . .? Start like
that, then you will have one hour full meditation which will give you
more. You will have more then, naturally, you will want more. You will
have some bliss and you'll get more, too.
We think of how much time we have put in. Sometimes we look at our
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watch and see how much time has passed. That counting won't do. Sit,
cut off. You are going to die, once and for all. That is meditation. You
may return or not return. Mind is very tricky. Always like a gentlemen it
will say, "All right, why not put in five minutes a t a time?" So, all right, I
quite agree with your mind. I know it's tricky. Anyhow, I'm glad it raises
its head. When the serpent raises its head, you see that there is danger. S o
tell your mind today to put in fifteen minutes, wholly. That is what is
wanted, you see.
When you stay there longer periods, that will give you more progress.
Now follow the injuction of your mind today and see that he does not
further delude you, play tricks with you.

Sin and Religion
Darshan at Dehra Dun, February, 1971

What are the sins of omission and commission?
Sins of omission? Commission is all right. What about omission?
Where do you find this?
In some religious terminology, when there's a duty that you should
have done, that's a sin of omission. And when you commit an actual sin,
that's a sin of commission.
This is wrong. Christ said that if you think of adultery, it is the same as
though you had committed it [Matthew 5:28]. How can you change this?
While the act does not actually come to commission you have been
poisoned, have you not? So to me, there's no sin of omission, you
see. This is not what I say, this is what Christ said. His words should be
taken as law. If you have thought of adultery, it is as though you have
committed it. And further, in the Law of Moses, one of the ten commandments states that if a wife leaves her husband or husband leaves his
wife, and if they remarry, that is adultery. What more do you want? Does
that not mean failure in chastity? Chastity, as I have told you, is in
thought, word, and deed. Even if you have controlled your organs not to
do it but nevertheless you have committed in thought, the poison is there.
So this word I have never used in my talks so far to the best of my
knowledge. Saints go further; they say, "Oh man, be afraid of the sins
you have committed unconsciously." This goes a step further. Ignorance
of the law is no excuse. This applies also at the government level. The
heart is pure only if it is devoid of desire-even in thought, you see.
These things come up. Religions are made and unmade. One of the first
branches of Protestantism was started by Luther. Luther wanted to
marry a nun. He could not because of the rules. So he made new rules and
married, but the Catholic Church would not legalize this act. Henry VIII
wanted to divorce and remarry. So Henry VIlI married, made new laws,
and later married six times. Out of this a new religion started. Adultery,
you see. Every man is very strong, happy in his own religion. The word
"woman" is translated in the original Bible as "lust." Now they have
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changed this. Translations are made incorrectly. The King James version
of Bible is taken to be accurate, but it is wrong according to other
religions. We have never gone deep down into this subject. That is why all
these new sects come up. One man says he has got something, "My way is
like that . . ." There will be hundreds who follow him and a new cult is
formed. There is only one God. Man is made with equal privileges; he's
embodied soul. Soul is of the same essence as that of God. Man is the
highest in all creation, in which he can regain his Godhead. There is One
Controlling Power, call it by any name; this is the only God. All other
religions came into being according to man's personal wishes, 1 would
say. Is it not strange to find out how Lutherism and Protestantism came
into being-only to meet the wishes of Henry VIII and Luther? It is
similarly so with all religions. I'm not indicating that this applies to only
Protestantism-all other religions came about like that. Pure Sikhism is
to find the "Light that is within the body." Khalsa is one in whom that
Light is refulgent, the Light of God. Now, how many are there who are
true Sikhs? They simply speak-read certain passages. It has become a
social formation. There are so many. There are Khuklas, there are Naam
Dharis, and many more. These things came up only for want of practical
people. Excuse me now, I may go even further. Reforms, unauthorized
reforms, have been made quite lawful by their new religion, you see. Yes?
Why did Guru Gobind Singh say that the Guru Granth Sahib would be
the Guru?
Well, He never wanted to say so, but people pressed that issue; society
demanded that there should be some law. First He refused. The second
time, He refused. The third time, He said, "All right, what the scriptures
say, do. This is Bible truth; go by the scriptures. " The scriptures say to go
to somebody where the Light is effulgent within. That is what they say.
Even if you take the living example of Guru Gobind Singh, and I take the
living example of God, should I not obey you? He said, "Do what the
scriptures say. Further, you may have your outer customs, rituals made
according to your own convenience." This is what Guru Gobind Singh
says. "But for Inner things, go to the Master." We people do not know
what we are our own selves. We don't know our own scriptures. The only
difficulty is that for want of practical people, all this started. But again,
Somebody comes up, with the Grace of God. He does not want them to
break what they have formed, and He says, "Well, dear friends, you are
going amiss. All right, live as I tell you. Review your life daily. . ." There
are now over seven hundred religions and cults. How can you break away
and form a new one? So our Master used to say, "What is the use of digging up a new well if so many wells already exist? Truth is there; we have
forgotten. They're after me to form a new religion. I said, "No." Maybe
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after me, someone not up to the mark, a foolish man may come up and
form a religion. I have made no temples, no cathedrals, nothing of the
sort. We have the earth below and the sky overhead, and man body is the
Temple of God. Some impractical man after me may be after starting a
new religion. I am telling you how the trend goes, you see. Some people,
whom God sends, or who come with the Grace of God, say, "Oh, you are
going amiss. Why? This is the right way." And that right way appeals to
everybody. No exaggeration; no underrrating. "There is one man, one
soul of the same essence as that of God, a child of God, you see, and there
is one God on which all superstructures are made."
When I went to America, I said, "Unity already exists, but we have
forgotten.'' This is how I started my talks. "That school is all right which
turns out many perfect men." This Man Center I have started is now
breaking the ice. It is set up at the outer level of man for the people to use
in order to help themselves to become perfect men. You are all men,
whether Jews, Mohammedans, Christians. Those are labels with which
you are strutting. Most of the people are spiritually blind. A spiritually
blind person is one whose inner eye is not open to see the Light. Kabir
says, referring to the people around Him, "Well, all are blind. If there
were one or two, I could have given them eyes, but wherever I look, I see
all are blind." I am speaking strongly, but it is a fact; most are blind.
Saints define a blind man as one whose inner eye is not open, not one who
has no visibility from his eyes on the face. But even those who are blind
(outer) can also be given the gift of Inner Light, with the Grace of the
Master. When I went to Louisville, Kentucky, one blind doctor who
came up had a sitting. He saw Light and said, "Christ has come to my
eyes." Light is there whether you have got eyesight or not. Yesterday, I
went to an old man who cannot see or hear outside and put him into
meditation. He sees that Light. A blind man! So those are the facts. A
building may be very magnificent, but if there's no light within, then. . .?
Do we go to the very core of things? At least here no inferences are
required to be drawn for what I am telling you. Facts remain facts. These
are plain Truths-simple-no
high sounding words. Those who have
awakened will appreciate this Man Center. When I tell them, "Oh, yes,"
they agree-it's all right.
But this has been taught by all Masters. Christ was sitting in the
multitude and His mother came up from behind. People told Him,
"Your mother has come." He said, "Who is my mother? These are all
my brethren who do the Will of God." So you have been united in the
real relationship, as joined by God-all brothers and sisters in God.
That's the true relationship in which the Master joins you, unites you.
This has been shorn of all rituals, customs. Yes?
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Why was creation made? Why did we lose our Godhead?
Let me explain to you: God plus desires is man. Why did H e make it? I
think you should go t o Him and then ask. When I go t o the United States,
1 have to abide by the laws there, d o I not? Whether I am Indian, Christian, or Chinese, or Japanese. S o when you came down t o this earth
plane, you have to abide by the laws here. Why He made it? I think it is
not wise when you're in a house which is on fire to enquire while sitting
inside, "Why was a fire started in this house? Who started it? What was
the reason?" Just get out! I think you will find the answer. Get out, rise
above, enter within, then you'll know yourself. When you come out,
you will know so many things. O r better still, since God made all these
things, why d o you not go to Him directly and ask Him, "Why did You
make all of this?" All Masters say it was His Wish. H e wanted to, that's
all. Why d o we beget children? Because we wish to, is it not? So it was His
Will. So first get out of this house you are in, enter within, then ask.
There are so many walls within walls. There is the physical wall, there is
the astral wall, there is the causal wall. First at least get out of this
physical body. Then you may know something, maybe not fully, but
something. We're very much stuck fast in walls within walls. We're imprisoned in walls within walls, and walls within walls. Shake off this
physical body and you'll come to know your True Self, and then you can
know your Overself.

Attitude for Spreading
The Teachings
[Theprevious conversation concerned the lack of growth of particular
Satsangs in one of the Western countries.]
When the truth is there, it should spread like wild fire. You must have
kept this exclusive, not letting anybody know what you are doing,
because if you had spoken from the housetops, your groups should have
grown.
We are too shy.
Why? Have you committed any theft? You have got something according to the Bible. The very Father of the Bible says, "Speak from the
housetops." Why are you shy? Others will think you have committed
some sin or something is wrong if you are afraid, letting nobody see you.
Are you confident that you have been put on the way as given out by
Christ? If not, you must be satisfied. The basic teachings of all who came
in the east or west are the same. In the beginning was the Word-Word
was with God and Word was God. All creation came after that Word.
This is the basic teaching of all, of all I say, East or West. This is no new
thing. When you see for your own self that there is Light inside, don't
you bear testimony that there is Light?
Is not whatever you are taught for self-introspection and weeding out
all imperfections, in order with the teachings of the Bible? "Blessed are
the pure in heart, for they shall see God." Then why not decide?
Bible doesn't tell that we need a living Master.
You have not read the Bible with understanding. Then why have you
come to me? Why have you wasted your money in coming to me if the
Bible says that only group leader is required? I am putting a straight
question to you. The Bible says, "I am the Light of the world so long as I
am in the world." It does not say for all times. Have you read St. John
(8:12), "As long as I am in the world." Not after that. Those that met
Him got the Light. Why have you come to me? I put a straight question
to you. You must have been misled.
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I found it a necessity for myself.
When you yourself are confident that what you are doing is right, then
why not utter the truths for others? Even the preachers d o not know the
true meaning of the Bible. One preacher came t o me about three months
ago in Delhi and said that Christ said, "I am the Light of the world for
all time." "But dear friend," I told him, "He says 'I am the Light of the
world for as long as I a m in the world.' " These are the words-what d o
they mean? Christ Power is different than Jesus. Christ Power is different than Jesus. Jesus lived only for so many years. Why were John
and others carrying on this world work after Him? John was not Christ.
He said he speaks from the third plane. He referred t o the third plane.
Pity it is-it is a practical question-references are given in the book, but
the preaching goes on like anything. "He is the life for all the
world" . . .
1 gave a talk on December 24, 1963 in America that the Christ Power
that manifested in the human pole of Jesus lived even before Jesus came
up. Have you read the pamphlet, "Christ Power, God Power, Guru
Power"?
I'm afraid that the group leaders are not fully confident of what they
say. Recently one circular was issued for each group leader in charge asking them to say whether he is confident, whether he has grasped the
theory, whether he has been improving in his meditations-these are the
contingents issued t o all. They all said yes, they know. It appears they
don't know. If you are shy, you are gone amiss. If Christ never speaks of
the Master, why have you come t o me? Excuse me if I say. He does say
He is the Light of the world as long as He is in the world. If these words
stand there, what does it mean? S o why d o you look at me?
Well, I will ask each one of you now, today, if you have that pamphlet
'Christ Power, God Power, Guru Power." Master is the same. Have you
got it? Then read it today-put in an hour or two on that.
We know it.
If you know it, why don't you tell others?
People will not believe it.
They will not believe it because you are not confident. I think they will
believe in the Bible. Then say, "Go see the Bible." Everyone is under the
impression that Jesus Christ remains forever. Christ Power remains. But
they identify Christ with Jesus, or the human pole, which is not right.
Read that pamphlet; be clear, then quote from the housetops.
It's not ourjob to care whether or not people grasp the teachings, is it?
Shouldn't we just give them?
But you should feel joy, joy, when you speak about This. "Master
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means what he says. You are going amiss; God will bless you." But when
a man himself is not confident, how can he tell others with confidence?
One of the reasons for lack of growth of Satsangs must be that those
who are givings talks over there are not confident of what they say.
Another thing, they are not in social contact. Socially they don't meet
with the Satsangis. If somebody comes to all, all right explain to him. If
another man does not come up, all right. Do you follow me now? First
you must feel confident that what you are doing is according to the
Bible. This is what I want, you see. Customs and other things are limited.
Those are exoteric things. Esoteric side is the same. I have not changed
your religion. I have made you grow more staunch in your religion
because what I say is according to the Bible. You read but you do not
believe. Read and understand the details given in the Bible.
I've seen the extreme where a person may be all the time lookingfor a
way to give the Master's teachings, sometimes at the expense of his
meditation. He doesn't meditate but is always eager to give out the
teachings.
I've never said that. If they had been giving out like that, there would
be hundreds now. Maybe one or two like that. Even to those one or two I
would enjoin that meditations should not be neglected as they are the
Bread of Life. Meditation should be kept up. That will give you strength,
spiritual strength. Then at least what you have come to know, you can
tell-give an inkling to others. "Here is something you have not yet
found." You are not responsible; you have not taken a contract to bring
all others here. But you are to speak from the housetops. "There is some
Truth here according to the Bible."
If someone neglects his responsibilities,for instance in giving out the
teachings, well it's not my business, but is it better to tellsomething once
or to ignore the situation?
Tell him privately, politely, in a friendly way, "Well, dear friend, I
think you are not in the full know of things."
He does good work for You . . .
He does good work-all the same. Once somebody wrote to me, "Is
this work as good as doing meditation?" I told him, "No. It is next to
meditation," you see. Your own house is on fire, and you are going to
put out the fire of others? How will they believe you? They will look at
the example you set before them. Give bread to your life, your soul, first.
On spiritual health depends the life of mind and body both. When
you've come to know something good, give it to your friends. Tell them.
At least point it out. Meditation first is very good, and then go out,
slowly. Don't neglect your general life. This is why, in so many cases,
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group leaders have less experience than the other initiates.
I thought that only if non-initiates ask questions concerning the Path
should we come out and speak.
Look here, just give an inkling to anybody who comes to you. If he is
really after it, he will be after you. If once or twice you give some inkling,
hint on that point, and he does not express interest, be quiet. You have
not taken a contract to bring others around. Tell them the Truth is
available; that much you are to do. If you have yourself received very
good things, would you not like your friends to also have them?
Wouldn't you like that for those whom you love? (Naturally) And to
those others who come in contact with you, just give an inkling. Tell
them, "You have developed physically, intellectually, what about spiritually?" The Bible speaks about the Word as the Bread of Life-the
Christ Power working in the human pole of Jesus. That Power never
dies. Some inkling should be given. If they are after it-they might be
seeking. If not, then keep quiet.
Sometimes it's been unclear to me how much to act as a missionary
(that's even been suggested) and how much to do service and then work
on yourself.
As I told you, you are hungry yourself. How can you appease the
hunger of others? That's the first thing. Your whole house is on fire and
you're going to help others. Strange missionary you are. First you must
be confident. As I told you, if you are not confident, why did you come
to me? My point is, I see you are on the right path. Don't be afraid that
this is not so. I'm only telling you, when you yourself are not confident,
how can you tell others with confidence, "This is like this, this is like
that"? You go on with your work also, then tell them.
When I try to give an inkling to other people, my ego gets involved.
And then I go on talking and they don't even care. I get trapped. I get
caught.
Caught? If you are confident yourself and you see for yourself what is
what, then you will not be caught. It is only when you don't see for your
own self that you get trapped as you say. Tell your friends, not
everybody. I quoted only those words from Christ, "What you learned
in secret, go speak from the housetops." He said He was sending His
disciples amidst the vipers, snakes, poisonous snakes. "Go and preach
therem-that is what He told them. Did He not? Buddha also said, "All
right, go and tell them. Your duty is to tell them." Those who are after it
will take it up.
Don't take the contract of changing others. You simply tell them. If it
appeals to them, they'll come up.
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Since I've come the the Path, I've had to tell a lot ofpeople of it, but I
don't think any of them have come to follow it.
That is why I say you must be confident of what you say. When you
see the theory is the same as the Bible and the practice is also the same to
some extent, then you must be confident.
So that much is sure, you have not become Saints. You have not yet
reached the highest degree. Some have reached the primary class. Some
have reached the middle. Some have reached the college class. You know
something, but not everything. So don't be after taking the contract of
changing others. But you can give an inkling of what you know to others
who may be searching.

Faith in the Master
Some people . . .
No. Don't talk of anyone else please, don't be the spokesman for
other people. Speak on your own part.
(My own part is:) I can't feel perfectly sure in the Master.
That's all right.
Whereas other people seem to be able to.
Others who seem to be sure in the Master might have had some inkling
of who He is if they are devoted. Naturally the devoted have got more.
Some gift has been given even to those who are not devoted, but they
have not utilized it. Those who have become receptive, can say more.
Those who have not become receptive, will surely not talk in the same
words as those who have developed receptivity.
You see, one third of Master's teachings is given by word of mouth, a
gift given, and two thirds comes by receptivity. You are wanting there.
Some have more experience than others; the same Christ darshan was
given to Judas Iscariot and other disciples, yet Judas Iscariot betrayed
Him. That was the difference between their receptivity. When He asked,
"Do you know who I am?" Some said, "You are the son of a carpenter,
such and such, such and such." And Simon said, "You are the living
Son of God." Then Christ said, "It is not you who has said this, it is my
Father in you who has revealed these things to you." It is in the opening
of awareness on the inner level where the difference is made. Some see
He is God, walking on earth in man-body, because they have developed
receptivity. Others say "no", but there's . . . n o . . . doubt about it. Do
you see some light? [Questioneraffirms.]
You may not, recognize Him fully as Master (Maybe half, quarter,
but more than you.) But in this line He knows more than you. You may
not be 100 percent sure that He is Master, maybe only ten percent. but at
least He knows more than you about this Way. You got something.
Then develop receptivity to know more, that's all. Hafiz says, "If you
want to meet God . . . leave everything and go to the wilderness." But
there was another imbued with the Lord who said, "Why d o you run
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away? God is standing before you." His inner receptivity was
developed. He said God is standing before him in the man-body. The
difference remains in receptivity. Simon said, "You're the living Son of
God." Is it not so? He was receptive, he knew. From here in the manbody he could see that it was God who was manifest in Jesus. Yet
another disciple, Iscariot, betrayed Him. So that difference will yet remain. Even if others speak with surety don't take it 100 percent; develop
yourself-you'll see for your own self. Live up to what you're told to do.
Keep your diary. Put in regular time and you'll develop. You might then
see more than others, if you are regular. There's hope for everybody.
Always come with an open mind, everything can be said, you see. One
who knows better, sees better, and is more receptive, . . . then . . .
naturally, there's a vast difference between his statements and
statements from one who doesn't see. Always bring your thoughts to
me. Never be afraid of me. I am a man like you. Come with any difficulty, with no reservations. Man learns and unlearns all through life.
You must at least take Him as your elder brother, knowing more than
you. Take Him as a father, elder brother, a friend at least, and nothing
more, and live up to what He says. I never told you to take me as God.
Did I tell anyone? Not even in my books. You people defame me, I
would say, if you tell others I said I am God-in-man. When you see, you
may say. Even then, I say, it is not due to me; it is but my Master within
me. It is His Grace working.
Whenever you do something, don't do it half-heartedly. Do it wholeheartedly, then you'll succeed. One thing as I have told you before, we
have got no definite ideal before us. Most of us have decided nothing so
far. It took me more than ten days, day and night, to decide: God first
and world next. You decide. If you decide world first, all right, you'll
progress in the worldly way. Do it. But don't be like a pendulum of a
watch: sometimes here, sometimes there. Oscillating won't do. There's
hope for everybody. Those who have reached, say so. They have seen
God is there.
SOSimon said, "You are the living Son of God.'' That was due to his
receptivity. Develop more and more. He never tells you to take Him as
more than a son of man. He comes to you, man to man, as a son of man
first. When you go within, He comes to you as a Radiant Man. Still further as a Word Man. These are stages. When we have to talk to the
primary man, we are to talk from his level, not from the college level. So
be regular in your meditations, keep your diary, develop more and more
from day to day.
Once somebody asked me about my Master when I first went to Him.
"How do you take your Master? How high is He?" I told him, "I don't
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know how high He is, but that much I do know, He is MORE than I
wanted." Truthful things you see. "He is far more than I wanted."
That's how you can take Him in the beginning, can you not? And I
now see it is God working within him and that is His Grace. Start from
the level of man, God will help you.
This is something explained only up to the eye level, a little beyond.
What to speak of astral, causal and beyond? Those things that are now
explained to the college man, such as trigonometry, if taught to the third
primary child, would not be understood. As you grow more and more,
you begin to understand more and more. But ABC starts only when you
rise above body consciousness. Take Him as a man, a senior man, as a
brother, as a father, as anybody who knows a little bit more than you.
Can you not take Him as that much? Shamas Tabriz at one place says,
"0 people, you are going for a pilgrimage. Where are you going?
Pilgrimage is here (eye centre)." You see? "Where are you going? Come
up, pilgrimage is here." True pilgrimage is to go to God and See. Unless
you have seen Him, it is not real pilgrimage. Until you have seen Him
the pilgrimage is to go somewhere, where He is manifest. So the real
pilgrimage is within you. The company of Someone who has developed
will help to give you a boost, to go within, have your first hand
pilgrimage, and to come in contact with Him. So regularity pays, God
will bless you. God will bless everybody. Please try. God will help you.
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Have You Heard Me?
[The following are written translated questions from a German
man.] Since I don't speak English, would it be better if I stayed in my
room and meditated instead of coming down for darshan?
If you sit by fire, formed by a charged body, will it not give more effect than thinking of how the fire is ignited and burned and how the body
can be charged by electricity? For instance, I see you or you see me. I see
here, there, everywhere, but where the attention is receptive, there one
gets more. When you look to anybody, fully receptive, even forgetting
yourself-that is darshan. Such like darshan gives you more effect, more
charging than hundreds of meditations. In Punjabi there are two words:
one is to do darshan, and one is to be absorbed in darshan, pershan. So
become receptive and when you look, you'll forget all outer forms. Eyes
speak to eyes. That is, one lyrical glance of a God-intoxicated man will
give you more effect than hundreds of meditations.
Men have seen Saints, Masters. I think you remember, Judas Iscariot
saw Jesus and Simon also saw Jesus. They both had His darshan-there
was a vast difference in receptivity, was there not? Judas Iscariot is the
one who betrayed Him. There's a difference between darshan and pershan, you see. Do you follow me now? Daily He used to give each man
darshan, even eat with them.
When you become receptive, you're charged. When a charged body
touches you, you become charged, do you not? Or if you pass near by a
man besmeared with perfume, don't you get the scent of perfume? So
this is what is meant by darshan. Maulana Rumi has said, "It is as if you
sit in your meditation, your body is sitting but you've not yet fully
developed into the beyond. That will take time." Take another example.
If you put one gross of match boxes into an oven, will they give any
heat? But if you put one ignited match to them, all of the matches will be
set aflame. Atmospheric effect, you see. The physical attendance or
presence of the Master cannot be underrated. But you can have the same
effect at hundreds of miles if you become receptive; fully receptive, not
before. This is one thing, now another thing; you were there in your
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homes. You have spent so many thousands of rupees to come here.
What you get in your morning or night talks, did you get in books?,
although they are written in the books. You get something additional. If
you sit in the charged atmosphere of the Master, that very charged atmosphere resounds. You must have felt that here in the room? This you
cannot have by reading books. Do you follow me?
During meditation, besides repeating Simran, is it all right to think of
the Master?
Can you do two things at one time? No. Before sitting in meditation,
you may pray or sing some hymn, maybe of love for the Master, or
separation, or hankering. That will create an atmosphere which will help
you in your meditations. Don't sit like a wrestler to find Him or catch
Him. Sit in a respectful mood, with a humble prayer. That creates an atmosphere in which you can have better effects. One thing more. If you
think of or visualize any man of your own category, or lower than you,
you'll be able to visualize him all at once. But you cannot fully visualize
the One who is higher than you. You may think of the turban, you may
think of the back going by, and your mind is roaming from place to place
where you saw the Master. Do you follow my point?
I asked my Master this question a month or so after I was initiated.
"When a man is cut off from outside and he has not found Master's
form within, then what should he do?" The Master replied, "Look here,
you think of the animals, your friends, your mother, your relations.
Is a Saint not more than that? You can think of Him also." This was
one general question. Then, later on, He told me, "Look here, if somebody's sitting in your room and you come in from outside, whether you
visualize him or not, when you enter you will find him there." So when
the Master initiates, His astral form resides with the initiate from that
very moment. Enter within; find Him. He is waiting for you. Try to
go within, that's all. He is anxiously waiting for you but the child is playing outside. So just withdraw within; you will find Him.
You'll find this to be true at the time of initiation, given here or
anywhere. This time, you know, out of 630 there were about 250 who
saw the Master within. At times some do also see Him outside. So He
resides within you at the time of initiation.
When Baba Jaimal Singh, Master of our Master, initiated somebody,
He used to tell him, "Well look here, now I am residing in you. Don't do
anything unbecoming. I am seeing." He sees your every action when
once you are initiated.
Should a Satsangi pay attention in his choice of place for meditation
with regard to the people who resided there before? Will their vibrations
leave any effect?
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Any place is always charged by the atmosphere of those people
residing therein. You're sitting here. Sometimes you find resounding,
charging here. I remember when my Master went to Lahore there was a
room in which He sat and talked. I locked that room. Any man who
entered heard the atmosphere resounding. I used to go. So any place is
charged by the one who is residing there. All remaining atmospheric effects-either good or wrong-will affect you. In some places you feel
very inconvenient. You'll feel burnt out like anything. The atmosphere is
charged. Sometimes you feel, "Let me commit something wrong." That
atmosphere is charged like that. What to do, that's the question. Suppose, for example, a prostitute was living in some house; don't use that
place if it becomes vacant. Or if some butcher who butchers animals is
living in any place, don't use that place. The pity is we are not aware that
each man has his own atmosphere-charging. So just sit in whatever
house you're in and pray. This is the general system. Just start with any
of your rituals. Sing some scriptures, doing one sort of prayer or
another; or sing some hymn to create a good atmosphere. This is one
suggestion, and the other suggestion is if you have any place, just reserve
some room or portion of the room for meditation. Let nobody enter that
room with any thought other than the love of God or the Master. That
place will be charged, and whenever you enter, you'll find it resounding.
When you are developed yourself with that higher charging, then Hafiz
says, "When the night sets in, my Minstrel comes in playing music, unpaid."
I like eating very much . . . [Everyonechuckles but Masterstops them
saying, "No, no. It is a question for all. Not one-everyone-most
of us
are doing it."] . . . but I don't want to think so often of eating.
However, since I manage a vegetarian kitchen, my profession draws my
mind there. Would another job help resolve this?
I think I have told you so many times. Do one thing at a time, wholly
and solely. When you are in the kitchen, be there doing your job. Take
only food that agrees with you and only as much as you need. Let one
half of your stomach be filled with food, one fourth be filled with water,
and one fourth left vacant. The best criterion is to leave the table when
you're still hungry. Eat a morsel less than you need. Have control over
that part. No need of changing your profession. It will be all right if you
behave like that.
When new Satsangis read your writings, they want to become perfect
at once, but they don't weed out their imperfections; they repress them.
Look here; Rome was not built in a day. Rome was not built in a day.
A wrestler cannot become a wrestler in one day. Time factor is
necessary.
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But we forget this often.
You must fill your diaries for that purpose. That is a hard taskmaster
over your head every moment. I think I have told you, when 1 was just
reading in third primary, I heard one man giving a fluent talk. I looked
into his mouth, "From where is he reading?" I tell you my ignorance. I
wondered how he spoke, from where he read, and now I find it not difficult. So time factor is a necessity. He did not become perfect in one
day. Food does not give strength unless it is digested. Mere ruminating
over books won't do. Read, digest, and then live. Read, just see what
you have followed, understood. That also won't do unless you live up to
what you have read and understood. You cannot become a Master the
very first day. Every Saint has his past and every sinner a future. There's
hope for everybody.
I used to read scriptures-Sikh scriptures. But I read only one hymn,
not one page or two hundred or ten hymns, only one, and I put it into
writing. This is today's lesson, and the whole day was given up to this.
Then only you'll understand the meaning. But that also won't do unless
you live up to that lesson. Lord Krishna gave the whole of the teachings
of the Gita to Arjuna, and he even showed him his astral form. With all
that, last of all he asked, "Well Arjuna, have you heard?" There is a difference between hearing, and hearing with full attention. "If so, how
much have your doubts been cleared?" Lord Krishna gave his teachings
in the Gita which is in eighteen chapters. There are very long talks on
every subject, yet with all that, at the last moment, "Have you heard me;
are you hearing me?" There's a difference between hearing with attention and without attention. Without attention you don't remember what
I have said. "Have you heard me,'' he asked Arjuna. We don't even
remember what we ruminate over. So do you understand what I have
now told you about the questions you have asked? Have you heard?
Yes.
Then live up to that. Have no more questions like that in the future.
Live; live according to what was said. The food which is digested gives
you strength and which is not digested gives vomiting, motions, pain in
the stomach. You will have trouble from that indigestion.

Keep A Vigilant Watch
Sometimes we repress. It's like sometimes a man exerts to get rid of his
shortcomings, but that doesn't really rid him of his failures. It doesn't
make him clean.
Why exert; what for? There's no question of exerting. At least you
came to know the shortcomings you have. Then try t o weed them out.
Keeping a constant, vigilant watch over all your thoughts is what is
wanted. If you fail five times today, try not t o fail more than two times
tomorrow. Weed out one by one. That's only [accomplished by] watching.
Moreover, you are not to think in the negative way. "I am a sinner. I
am a sinner. I have done such and such." That won't do. You must try to
reduce. "I am a sinner, well let me be sinner no more." What did Christ
say to that lady who committed adultery? H e asked the people what the
punishment for that crime was in their law. They said that she should be
stoned to death. "All right, if there is anyone who has not committed that
act, go throw a stone on her." Who would dare? No one. Then he said to
her, "All right; d o no more." This is what is wanted. Always brooding,
"I am a sinner. I am sinner." won't do. You are not a sinner; you have
committed sin. You have besmeared yourself with filth. Wash it away.
You are gold ore that comes from the mines. You are pure gold if you
clean it [the filth] away.
So I told you, God plus desires is man. Man minus desires is God. If
you watch yourself in that way for some time, you will have habit and
habit will turn into nature. You won't dare to tell lies or anything like
that.
You say we should be aware of our thoughts. If in meditation some
thoughts come u p . . .
Why does something come up? Because your attention is slackened.
Yes. If in meditation, something comes up and we become aware of it,
won't this slacken our attention more?
Why does something come up? Because your attention is slackened. I
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think these thoughts won't occur to you if your attention is not slackened. Our subconscious reservoir of mind is overflowing in all these
thoughts. Do one thing, wholly and solely. That is why I say in the
meditation instructions, "Be fully engaged, constantly without a
break. Look minutely to follow what is there." For that period, no other
thought will enter in. It is only when you see wide, thoughts will come in.
At the same time, I told you not to talk or think negatively, always
positively.
You are a soul. You are a child of God. You are micro-gods. You are
of the same essence as that of God. Only besmeared. Wash it away.
What you have done today, don't do it tomorrow. a vigilant watch is required. Keeping the diaries means only that. Understand, once and for
all. And that also won't do sufficiently unless you then live it.
You say, "Poison is poison, that will kill me." You'll create trouble in
your stomach and all your veins. "Poison-I am eating poison." Well,
stop taking any more poison. Whatever past poison taken can be washed
away. Do no more. Our Master used to say always when someone came
to Him, "Master, I have committed this sin; will You forgive me?"
"Is there anyone here who can take his burden of sin? Who? Nobody?
Then do no more; do no further. Do Bhajan." So do no more
please-that's all I can say.

The Story of a Camel
I think I am very much convinced that the best approach to life is to put
all efforts towards becoming receptive to the Master and Naam. Naam
inside and the Master physically outside. But so many impressions, you
might say, tumble around in my mind and they control me still. The
impressions still tug so much, even though I am convinced intellectually
that this is what I want.
There was one Majnu, who was very fond of Laila, a princess. Once
he left his home to meet her, riding on a female camel. That female
camel had a child left behind. Majnu rode on the camel, absorbed in the
thought of Laila, and the reins were relaxed. The camel returned home,
because she was attached to her child, was she not? Again he started . . .
They say it took him six months to reach Laila. Why? This is a reply to
your question.
He relaxed the reins.
Naturally effort becomes nature. Even though we know this theory intellectually, we are still identified with the body and are dragged like
anything. As a matter of inference we know we are not the body. But
when you daily rise above your body at your will, then you will come to
know that you are not your body. But at present you may take six
months or six years to reach the goal. Do you follow? That is nature.
When you d o anything, repeating it daily for say a few months-for example if you go to some place daily-after five, six months, if you are
going the other way you will feel drawn t o the accustomed place and
your legs will automatically move in the direction they have been accustomed t o move. This is due t o habit.
So do we gradually outlive these so many impressions? Through
meditation and living, do we just expend them?
Yes. What is that by knowing which nothing more is left to be known?
By tasting which nothing more remains to be tasted? By knowing that
happiness, no'other happiness will vie with it. That is within you. How
important it is to meditate. It takes five, six hours in the school, then
homework for two or three hours. Eight hours a day working for one
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year gives you one step, one part. How much time d o you put in now?
Fortunately you are here, so you are putting in four-five hours. But even
that is not the actual time you are putting in. Your physical body is sitting of course, but that time only counts in which attention was not
relaxed, was not slackened; continuously dwelling on one subject. S o
forget the past births, if there were any or not. Ever since we were born
we have been attached to the body. We have been working at the
physical level; we have never thought that we were not the body. Even
now, although we have come to the conclusion that we are not the body,
all the same we are working at the level of the body. Only remember this
story of a camel, you see. [chuckles]
Habit has turned into nature, you see. We are t o unravel it. All right,
good night to you all.

Recollections From
Master's Military Life
February 13, 1971, morning darshan at Dehra Dun

I am in the army, and sometimes I am given orders-they tell me to do
something which is not . . .
Who, who?
My superiors in the army. They give me orders to do something that is
not quite honest. What should I do in that case?
For instance?
Mostly I have been book-keeping and the books, say, for the last two
years have been done incorrectly, and they tell me to go and fix them.
And the way they tell me to fix them is not legal.
Military orders are very strict. You must obey or you will be courtmartialed !
Right.
There is no civil law there. Are you in charge of those books?
Yes, I am in charge of them now; what I do, I can do legally, but what
was done in the past is all wrong, and they want that corrected.
How can you d o that?
You can't, legally.
Then, how can they force you to d o that? T o what is not done right,
put a note there: "This has been done under orders." Military rules are
very strict, are they not? You are working in an office?
Yes.
Under an adjutant? The adjutant is generally in charge of the office.
Yes. We have lots of officers and this office just comes under oneparticular person.
Well, you are an enlisted man, what can you do? That's the pity. I was
once attached as an accounts officer to the military service unit. The
regiment was ordered to proceed to a field of action. Orders were issued:
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"Tomorrow morning at such and such time-start!''
That place to
where we had to move was about thirty miles distance. I said to the adjutant in charge of the conveyance sector, the quartermaster, "1 a m a
civilian attached to the military; this is only an attached position; I am
given a corresponding rank for convenience's sake. Will you please arrange for my conveyance to the lines?" They were very petrified of me 1
tell you. Why? Because 1 am very honest. I ordered all they wanted. "All
right you may have rations from here, but, I am getting my rations and
milk from outside stores." [Master arranged for his own supplies, pay-

ing for them himself.]
The day before we had to move, I asked the quartermaster whether he
had arranged for my conveyance. He said, "Did you ask the commanding officer?" 1 went to him. "As you know, we are civilians attached to
the military, at your orders. S o whatever rank we are given is given only
for convenience's sake. Because we are not accustomed to this hardship
of military life, please arrange for conveyance." But he also said, "No,
no. 1 will go on foot." He was the Colonel in charge. "I will go on foot!
All others will go on foot! Why can't you go on foot?" Well I told him,
"If you want to inquire from my office in Delhi about this you can
phone and ask them. I am not asking any favor from you." "No. No.
No. All will go on foot." This was the commanding officer, "I order!"
"Well dear friend," I replied, "If you can't arrange for my conveyance,
I will have to d o so myself." All were shocked, "Oh my Lord! H e is
replying to the Colonel like that! What will happen to him now?" The
military are very strict; they were probably thinking that I would be
courtmartialed! But later the Colonel came around to my quarters where
I was taking food. He knocked and said, "I have arranged for your
conveyance." "All right, thank you," I said.
I had that assignment for about nine months. For three months of that
time we were at the firing line. There was one military line; all were
ordered not to transcend, because beyond it was the enemy. During the
day, 1 would leave the border and cross it and go there for my meditation. That was about in 1921. 1 was reported, "A military man is crossing the border without permission and the enemy doesn't harm him." I
meditated for three months like that at the firing line: bombs falling,
cannons booming, machine guns going just like wheat being roasted in
sand, popping everywhere: I was unharmed. There were sometimes old
men who brought their families and saw me: "Very strange man. H e is
an accounts officer," they would whisper.
Once it so happened, there was a man who was reading the Scriptures
in the quarters, a very harmless thing. But the man in charge over there
said, "Well, look here, you cannot read the Scriptures in here." That
man came up to me quietly, "Should I report him?" "No, no-there
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may be something said in the military law about this." So military law is
very strict, you see. When anybody orders, "Fire." Fire! You are not to
question the order; what can you do? It is the job of the officer to give
the orders. If he says, "Fire!", you have to fire. Why are you afraid of
death? If death has to come, it has to come. Why are you afraid of it.
In the regiment, there was a dacoit; very dreadful, I tell you. He liked
me and sometimes followed me as my bodyguard. He said he was afraid
of me. I told him, "Everybody is afraid of you and you say you are
afraid of me?" He said, "When I look at you I start trembling; my past
sins come to life." I asked him, "Why? What happened?" H e said, "1
have tormented so many people. Killed them, like that. How many I
killed, the exact number, I don't remember. Is there any hope for me?"
"Yes, there is hope for everybody. There is hope for even the worst sinner. Repent. Pray. Do no more."
So you see, in my time, military life was generally a very hard life.
There was so much hard training going on. Now it is not as hard a life.
You have a more easy time. There was so much training going on there.
What you have to d o in a month now we had to do in a week of training
then. Many became sick from overwork. Very hard life. But I have love
for them.
Who is going tomorrow? You? [the military man] What time?
Right after darshan. I have to go back to Delhi. I leave Monday morning.
[Addressinghis wife] You are also going? Go jolly. Where are you stationed?
Korea.
And she? She is also in military? [Chuckles]Korea. No war there? The
trouble's over now.
N o war. The trouble's over now.
One minister from Korea came here; he was initiated. Is she going
back also?
Yes, she's coming back with me. She's been in Korea with me the
whole time.
You've got your accomodations arranged.
Yes, they are very good. I live off base.
What is your rank.
Sergeant.
And she? [all chuckle] In India there is a custom when there is a
teacher or avocate or doctor, the wife is also called doctor, etc. A custom
in India. How long a trip? Four hours?
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A little more like seven, but we came by way of the Phillippines and
Bangkok. I have three more months there and then I'llprobably go back
to the States.
Always attend Satsang-that's the main thing. You please.
Question about length of time to spend on Light vs.Sound Practices.
There are two practices: one for Sight, the other for Audition. Both
are to be developed. When hearing is strong, sound will drag you but if
you don't see where you are going . . .? Sound will drag you, but if you
don't have Light, you won't know where you are going. There is n o hard
and fast rule; wherever you are lacking, put in more time. Both are important.
Are the debts paid for people who are dying but have faith in God.
If by regular practice, you become adept in that, there is n o pain in
leaving the body. T o those who know how to withdraw there is no pain.
Master comes to help.
You shozdd havefaith in Master even ifyou have shortcomings when
you die.
If you have faith in the Master and you have no attachments t o the
world then many things are clarified, paid off in life. The Master sees
that many Karmas of the initiate are paid off. If there is n o attachment
left for worldly affairs, and he has so much love for the Master, nothing
is dragging him t o worldly affairs, then he has not t o return. If he has s o
much love and faith in Master-Love beautifies. Love, and all other
things are perfumed. Master pays off alldebts of the past of his disciples.
Such like who have not paid off, whose Karmas cannot be washed out,
come back but not below man body. If there is so much overwhelming
love for the Master, all attachments are cut o f f . . . You have t o work for
that. Why not d o your work here? What you can d o here in months,
there you have to d o in years. Better you d o here.
Faith and love. Faith like a child's faith in his mother, like a child running from a lion into the arms of his mother. The child has full faith that
the mother won't let him be harmed.
S o much love that all other attachments are forgotten. Do you follow
what I say?
Is it true that yourspiritualprogress is not dependent on your inner experience. Some people go a long time without inner experience but some
have inner experiences right along.
I f one who has more experience has worked more than the others . . .
Perhaps a child has more love for the mother. When the child is creeping
sometimes he is screaming and sometimes the mother takes him in her
lap.
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Man does not become learned after leaving the body. Those who have
more experience may have background.

Receptivity
Let Your Instrument be Free
Of Dust
February 14, 1971

Muster, if the sound is heard from the right side without putting the
thumbs into the ears . . . (Yes) . . . Should we still put the thumbs into
the ears?
The sound which is heard without plugging the ears, is a gift to simply
keep your attention engaged, the hearing of which would not allow any
foreign effects to enter therein. But unless you close your ears and sit for
hearing, that sound won't come from above and drag you into the
beyond. That's the difference. Both have their own value. The first is t o
keep your attention, "Some power is over your head." If you turn your
attention t o that sound you will d o all your work and not be affected by
outward influences. It will act as a sheet anchor against negative effects-you will be air-conditioned. D o you follow? That will be the effect
of the sound which is heard without closing the ears. This will come in
due course. Even if you are working that will go within. That is a sort of
protection extended. That is God Power. But unless you withdraw here
by sitting, that sound won't be able to drag you into the beyond. That is
the difference.
But sometimes if we hear the Sound, it is much stronger without putting the thumbs into the ears.
This comes because of the charging from the atmosphere where the
Master lives. You cannot underrate this charging. You get it free, without
any effort, without any payment whatsoever. The physical presence of
the Master at the soul level cannot be underrated. You can have that
charging even at a distance, ifyou have developed receptivity. If you have
developed receptivity, it will be just as if you are here. Where those are
who have developed receptivity, the atmosphere will be charged with the
sweet remembrance of the Master. There "Where more than one man
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sits, H e is there" and you can enjoy at a distance. If you have developed
receptivity you will become the mouthpiece of the Master; you will be
talking and the charging will be there. Because in the atmosphere the
words are then and there. Thought in the atmosphere will give you a
boost. Now you can see in the example of television, from hundreds
and thousands of miles you will have sound and see pictures. Sound is
there already, is it not. You simply catch it. If you catch it, you will have
that boost by receptivity. It is all there; you simply need an instrument to
receive it from here, there, everywhere. If one wave of thought is there,
that exists in the atmosphere, you can catch it. But if you d o not have that
developed instrument, it is difficult. So you can catch this like a radio instrument in your area. That thought wave exists there. You simply
operate the instrument and receive. So, how wonderful it is to develop
receptivity! You become one with the Master. The same question may be
put to the Master and the same question put to the one who is receptive:
They will answer in the same words. D o you follow the theory in the right
perspective? You have to develop receptivity and receptivity develops
when nothing remains between you and the Master; no other thought. If
there is some dirt in your instrument, d o you think that it will receive the
message? All the same, even with difficulty there, the message is still going on. It is there, Master says. "Sit down" and you are entuned.
Sometimes because of reactions of the past, some people d o hear the
sound and they don't know what to d o further. They think they have
disease with their ears and have them treated medically.
There are messages at different levels. The more you are entuned
strongly (let me explain in that way) the more fine are the things you can
receive. Master speaks messages from the most high. God speaks through
Him, but H e is conscious of that lower level too, so He will also explain to
others from their level. I am only telling you from the common sense
point of view. You can develop receptivity, have the same thought which
occurs to the Master, occur to you. I think I explained to you by parables,
examples given to you to bring home these things. There were some portrait painters who came to another country and asked the ruler in charge
for permission to paint a mural. One wall of a hall was given t o them to
d o their work. The people from the same country came up to the king and
requested permission to also paint a mural. So they put up a long curtain
along the big hall, so that they may not see each others' work. Those
foreign painters were working hard painting. The other side was doing
nothing. When the painting was ready the curtain was drawn, and to the
great astonishment of the ruler, the same, the very same painting that the
foreigners had painted was on the other wall, even clearer without
blemishes. "What have you done?" "We have done nothing, we have
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simply been rubbing the wall so that it may reflect." So if you develop
receptivity, Master speaks through you. Only then when nothing remains
between you and Him, that is being receptive. Just as an instrument
which remains free from all dust, quite clean, will catch . . . This is
spirituality. T o influence others, invading others, reading others'
minds, is no spirituality. Developing receptivity is a first step. G o on doing . . . live, transcend the three planes. This is not accomplished in one
day. Regularity pays. G o on doing so that you become receptive, so that
there remains nothing: no secret, no reservation between you and the
Master. When you have love for somebody d o you have any reservations
left?

Should I show a letter I have with the charged names written in it to
anyone else?
You may show it to the initiates. Five names are given at initiation.
You will find others will ask, "What is in them? Why?" Even if people
know the five names (these are given in books) they are not charged.
Charging helps. A further explanation of the five names already exists.
An explanation of the five names is only for those who are initiated, not
for others. God is explained in a scientific way of the One Power which is
working in all planes, called by different names according to their position. Just as the power house is working here, the factory is there. The
very connection is to the same One. That God Power is One, called by
different names on different planes according to thoseplanes. The power
that works on the first plane, highest plane is Truth, never dies away,
never changes through dissolution or grand dissolution. That is called
Truth-Sat. Sat means Truth. The same power which works in the second plane is devoid of cover-physical, astral, causal. He (the disciple)
comes to see that "He is within me and I am in Him." That is SoHang.
But merely feeling that way is a different thing. Saying SoHang, SoHang,
is a different thing. Similarly the third is beyond physical, astral and
causal planes. Others planes will go around in dissolution and grand
dissolution. This is an explanation but anyhow this explanation will not
help anybody outside.
There's no imposition, I am simply putting before you a common
sense way so at least everybody will have something to grasp. Even if you
know the meanings of the five names, how will it help you? Only the
Charging will help. These are the words which are Charged. But there is
nothing lost in nature. Any words Master uses has its effect of course.
They work as a sheet anchor against any negative effects inside. They will
combat it. You ask, "Why d o you use these and not others?" "Charging
will help you."
So these gifts come up of themselves, naturally, in due course. Having
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the man body gives you the hereditary right to have God's gifts. They are
all for you. So as I told you, a strong man revels in his strength and a
weaker man wonders how he got it. Did he get it in one day. No. These
practices are to bring you up to that level in due course. Even if intellectually you know everything, can it help you? If you know in the House of
our Father there are great stores of this and that, this and that, everything
is all right, there are so many workers there; but still with all that, how
will it help you. These explanations are only for those who are entered into the intellectual plane, otherwise the same thing has to be done by
everyone. Go and see for yourself if there is light or not, that's all right. In
the beginning, you get a little boost there which appeals to you. But that's
not the end all. Make it a part and parcel of your life. This is your most
important, very personal work for which we cannot underestimate the
value. I don't mean to say leave all work. Earn your livelihood and pay
off those who have been connected with you by God and work for It. Out
of 24 hours give some time convenient to you-make it convenient. You
have developed intellectually have you not? But what about your
spiritual development? You have understood the necessity of it. How
much time do you put in?
Long yarns have been cut down by the Master, I would say. You used
to have to spend hundreds of years to come up above body consciousness
by controlling the breath, by passing from one chakra to another and
then finally coming up to earnThat. Now thevery first day you get something from the Master. Is it not a great concession? He asks you to maintain it by self-introspection. Masters used to give only when the vessel was
ready, first trying to make the vessel clean which took years and then . . .
So you have got a great concession, you see. So sonship is there and we
have forgotten, that's all I can say.
Further, when you go to your meditations, go Jolly, fresh, bouyant.
Not brooding, with long face, very sad as though burdens have been laid
on your head. He is already within you. You are simply to turn your attention from outside, that's all. Nothing more. This is not to be put into
you from outside; it is already there. How fond you become of one
another. If you become as fond of That within you already existing . . .
Just to see all sides-physical, intellectual and spiritual. The spiritual side
is not well attended, I would say in few words. Not well attended: fully attended as it should be. How much time do you put in for physical things.
You have made fit for earning your livelihood, working long hours, here,
there, everywhere. Intellectually you have read through books at the feet
of teachers, etc. and you have come to wonderful inventions. But how
much time have you put in? If any well develops in there, you have to dig
it and go on digging. If money is deposited in your name in the bank, you
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will have to go t o the window. You will have more as you daily withdraw.
Just withdraw from outside, see It; n o philosophy required. N o inferences to be drawn, See It.
Of at least that much you are sure: There is Light. Now you see that
what the scriptures say is all right. There is light. If you believe only that
much, that there is light within you, then I think you should also believe
what further things They have to say. [Chuckles]S o seeing is believing.
Only believe as much as you see. When you see further, you will believe
further. Just hear what H e says. If the first thing has become true, then
the other things will also become true. These are being explained t o you in
a very scientific, very common sense point of view. I think that at least
appeals t o everyone with your background. Let your instrument be
without any dust, any foreign dust on it so that it can receive.
So That's all I have to say. You come here, don't have a long face, G o
Jolly. T o be jolly does not cost you anything, does it? T o have kind words
and t o be bouyant and fresh and open . . . All right God Bless you all.

